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An important feature of the iron-based pnictides is their multi-band electronic structure 
with both electron and hole bands at the Fermi level. The size of these pockets can be 
changed by different types of substitution, resulting in a variety of original magnetic and 
electronic properties. The contributions of both types of carriers will thus have important 
consequences on the evolution of the transport properties versus temperature and doping. 
It has been pointed out that Hund’s rule interaction plays a prominent role in the physics 
of these compounds by allowing a strong orbital differentiation between the 3d Fe orbitals. 
As a result, a description in terms of more or less correlated electrons was proposed and 
may have important consequences on the scattering lifetimes of the different carriers. 
Finally, the presence of very ﬂat bands at the Fermi level may induce a semiconductor-
like behavior, with a change in carrier concentration with temperature. In this paper, 
we will review the evolution of transport properties with chemical doping/substitution 
in iron pnictides. We will more particularly focus on the 122 family (Ba(Sr,Ca)Fe2As2) 
and the 111 LiFeAs compound for which sizeable single crystals required for transport 
measurements are available. The combined resistivity, Hall effect and magnetoresistance 
data will be analyzed in association with electronic structure calculations, angle-resolved 
photoemission measurements and quantum oscillations. In spite of the strong interplay 
between antiferromagnetism and superconductivity in most part of their phase diagram, 
direct signatures of spin ﬂuctuations are diﬃcult to identify in the transport properties 
of iron pnictides. We will show that measurements of the longitudinal magnetoresistance 
provide a powerful tool for studying the coupling between the charge carriers and the spin 
degrees of freedom.
© 2015 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
r é s u m é
Une caractéristique importante des pnictures à base de fer est leur structure électronique 
«multi-bandes » présentant à la fois des bandes d’électrons et de trous au niveau de Fermi. 
La taille de ces poches peut être changée par différents types de substitution, ce qui 
entraine une grande diversité de propriétés magnétiques et électroniques originales. On 
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F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187 165s’attend également à ce que la contribution des deux types de porteurs ait une importance 
considérable sur les propriétés de transport en fonction de la température et du dopage. 
Il a été également souligné que l’interaction de Hund joue un rôle prépondérant dans la 
physique de ces composés en permettant une forte différenciation entre les orbitales 3d 
du Fe. En conséquence, une description en termes d’électrons plus ou moins corrélés a été 
proposée, ce qui pourrait avoir d’importantes conséquences sur les temps de diffusion des 
différents porteurs de charge. Enﬁn la présence de bandes très plates au niveau de Fermi 
est susceptible d’induire un comportement de type « semiconducteur », avec un changement 
de la concentration des porteurs de charge avec la température. Dans ce papier, nous 
allons passer en revue l’évolution des propriétés de transport avec la substitution ou 
le dopage chimique dans les pnictures de fer. Nous allons plus particulièrement nous 
intéresser à la famille des composés 122 (Ba(Sr,Ca)Fe2As2) et du composé 111 LiFeAs 
pour lesquels des monocristaux de taille adaptée à la mesure des propriétés de transport 
sont disponibles. Les données combinées de résistivité, effet Hall et magnétorésistance 
seront analysées en association avec les calculs de structure électronique, les mesures 
de photoémission résolues en angle et oscillations quantiques. En dépit de la forte 
interaction entre antiferromagnétisme et supraconductivité dans la plus grande partie 
de leurs diagrammes de phase, la signature des ﬂuctuations de spin n’apparait pas 
directement dans les propriétés de transport des pnictures de fer. Nous montrerons que la 
mesure de la magnétorésistance longitudinale fournit une sonde intéressante pour étudier 
le couplage entre les porteurs de charge et les degrés de liberté de spin.
© 2015 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Despite the strong similarities between the phase diagrams of high-Tc cuprates and iron-based superconductors (FeSC), 
a crucial difference comes from the fact that the former are single-band materials while all the d orbitals of iron participate 
in the electronic structure at the Fermi level for FeSC. This usually results for all the FeSCs in ﬁve Fermi surface sheets: 
three hole pockets around the center of the Fe2As2 Brillouin zone and two electron pockets around the corners as predicted 
by band structure calculations and evidenced by angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [1–3].
This rather complex multi-band electronic structure is one of the key ingredient to understand the physical properties 
of the FeSCs and has important consequences on the superconducting and normal state properties of these compounds. 
In the undoped compounds the spin density wave (SDW) ordering below TN is widely attributed to the nesting between 
electron and hole quasi-cylindrical bands, which leads to a reconstruction of the Fermi surface and a strongly peaked spin 
susceptibility at the antiferromagnetic (AF) wave vector QAF. It was argued very early that SC could be also mediated by 
spin ﬂuctuations at the same wave vector, resulting in an extended s-wave pairing with sign change of the order parameter 
between electron and hole sheets [4,5].
The transport properties are also expected to be very sensitive to any modiﬁcations of the Fermi pockets as a function 
of temperature, doping or pressure. As a matter of fact, resistivity measurements provide the simplest experimental way 
to follow the evolution of the physical properties. This is for instance illustrated in Fig. 1 where the temperature resistivity 
curves are reported as a function of Co substitution in the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 compound [6]. Starting from the parent com-
pound BaFe2As2 where the magnetostructural transition is evidenced by the sharp drop of the resistivity at TS = TN, one 
can then easily follow the decrease in TS and TN and the appearance of superconductivity with Co substitution, allowing 
one to construct the phase diagram. We can also notice that a marked change in the evolution of ρ(T ) occurs at about 
x = 0.03, for which superconductivity appears.
It appears much more complicated to understand the temperature dependence of the resistivity and its evolution with 
Co substitution. For instance it is striking to see that the high-T parts of the resistivity shift downwards parallel each other 
for weak Co substitution (dashed curves in Fig. 1a). This clearly cannot be understood within a one single band picture. 
Indeed in that case, using a simple Drude formula and Matthiessen’s rule, the resistivity ρ writes as:
ρ =m∗/ne2τ =m∗/ne2(1/τe + 1/τin(T )) (1)
with m∗ , n and τe and τin, the effective mass, number of carriers and elastic and inelastic scattering time of the carriers 
respectively. Knowing that Co electron dopes the system, one would expect changes of the slope of the resistivity curves 
with Co substitution, contrary to what is observed.
Thus the transport properties of FeSCs will depend in a non-trivial manner on the number of carriers in the different 
Fermi pockets and their respective intra- and inter-band scatterings. The scope of this paper is to review the evolution of 
their transport properties – resistivity, Hall effect and magnetoresistance – in relationship with what is known on their 
electronic structure either theoretically by band structure calculations or experimentally by ARPES or quantum oscillations 
studies. We will restrict ourselves to the iron pnictides and more particularly to those for which sizeable single crystals can 
be synthesized, a prerequisite to get good measurements of transport properties. Most of the paper will be thus devoted 
166 F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187Fig. 1. (a) Resistivity curves of the 122-compound Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 for different Co concentrations (from [6]). The evolution of the superconducting 
transitions can be easily determined. Anomalies of the resistivity allow one to determine both the structural and the magnetic transition temperatures by 
looking at the temperature derivative of resistivity as shown in (b) and to build up the phase diagram of this compound as a function of Co substitution (c).
to the very rich 122 BaFe2As2 family which has been the most extensively studied system since superconductivity can be 
obtained by very different routes – electron or hole doping, isovalent substitution and pressure. Another compound that 
is particularly interesting is the 111 compound LiFeAs since it is the only nearly stoichiometric compound, together with 
NaFeAs and KFe2As2, which is superconducting without any substitution. Moreover, due to the neutral surface of LiFeAs after 
cleaving, one does not expect any inﬂuence of the surface on the electronic states. Therefore the data of surface sensitive 
probes such as angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) are very well representative of the bulk properties [7].
2. 122 compounds
Among the 122 system, BaFe2As2 appears as the prototypical iron pnictide compound as superconductivity can be in-
duced either by substitution on the iron site (electron doping by Co or Ni [8–10]; isovalent substitution by Ru [11,12]), 
substitution on the Ba site (hole doping by potassium substitution [13]) or substitution on the As site (isovalent phosphorus 
substitution [14–16]) (more references can be found in the paper of Martinelli et al. [18]). This provides an exceptional play-
ground to study the different modiﬁcations of the electronic structure and their consequences on the transport properties. 
Albeit less studied, all these substitutions are also possible in the SrFe2As2 family and display a lot of similarities with the 
behavior observed in the BaFe2As2 family.
However substitution effects in the CaFe2As2 family appear quite different, probably related to the existence of the 
collapsed tetragonal phase observed in the pure CaFe2As2 under pressure. Although onsets of superconducting transition 
temperatures as high as 47 K, the maximum so far among the 122 family, were observed by aliovalent substitution into 
the alcaline earth site of CaFe2As2 single crystals [17], there is some doubt about the bulk nature of this superconductivity. 
Moreover the morphology of these crystals appear to be strongly dependent on the annealing conditions and not very 
reproducible [19]
2.1. Parent compounds and electron doping on iron site by transition metal substitution
Iron substitutions by atoms situated at the right of iron in the periodic table are expected to electron dope the system. 
This was clearly evidenced by ARPES measurements [22,24] which showed that the areas of the hole bands decrease and 
those of the electron bands increase upon Co or Ni substitution, contrary to some theoretical proposals [25]. Moreover as 
shown in Fig. 2, the phase diagrams for these two substitutions match with each other if they are plotted as a function 
of electron doping, showing unambiguously that each Co (Ni) atom adds one (two) electron(s) to the bands. The same 
observation was found for Rh and Pd substitutions [26].
2.1.1. Transport in the high-temperature paramagnetic phase
Resistivity As already pointed out above, the effect of electron doping does not appear on the resistivity curves straight-
forwardly. First let us note that the iron pnictides were sometimes qualiﬁed as “bad metals” due to the fact that their 
F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187 167Fig. 2. (a) Resistivity curves of the 122-compound Ba(Fe1−xNix)2As2 for different Ni concentrations (from [20]). The evolution of the ρ(T ) curves with Ni 
substitution is very similar to that obtained with Co substitution see Fig. 1. (b) Phase diagram indicating Tmag and Tc for the two families. A close matching 
is obtained by plotting the data versus xNi and xCo/2.
Fig. 3. Temperature resistivity curves of Sr(Fe1−xCox)2As2 for low Co dopings. The high-T paramagnetic parts are well ﬁtted by A + BT 2 (full lines) with A
decreasing with Co contents and B remaining nearly constant. From [31].
resistivities are rather high and do not saturate at high temperature [27,28]. However, the observation of a Drude like com-
ponent at low frequencies in the optical conductivity of iron pnictides reveals the presence of itinerant electrons more or 
less correlated depending on the system. Moreover, in the case of BaFe2As2, the fact that the ρ(T ) curve can be well ﬁtted 
by A + BT 2 in the high-T paramagnetic phase, as noticed recently in Ref. [30], indicates conventional Fermi liquid behavior 
with considerable elastic scattering, A being much larger than BT 2. However it is worth mentioning here that ARPES mea-
surements have evidenced a strong increase of the number of electrons with temperature in this temperature range [29]
(see Fig. 6 below), which indicates that some care should be taken to extract the genuine T dependence of the scattering 
rates of the carriers from resistivity measurements.
In any case, it is very puzzling to see that the effect of tiny substitution by Co (see Fig. 1a) or Ni (see Fig. 2a) is to 
decrease A while maintaining BT 2 nearly constant. The same behavior is exempliﬁed in the case of Sr(Fe1−xCox)2As2 as 
reported in Fig. 3 [31]. These observations seem to indicate that the initial introduction of Co or Ni in the FeAs slabs does 
not change the number of carriers but decrease the residual impurity scattering. This is quite opposite to what is expected, 
since these impurities located in the Fe planes will be strong scatterers especially for electrons in narrow bands. Clearly 
more theoretical work is needed to explain this ﬁrst evolution of the transport properties.
Upon further substitutions by Co or Ni an increase in the slope of the paramagnetic part of ρ(T ) is observed at high 
temperature for all the compounds. As seen in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2, this change of behavior is concomitant with the apparition 
of superconductivity. Moreover this is also associated with a drastic modiﬁcation of the electronic structure in the recon-
structed magnetic phase as evidenced by Hall effect, thermoelectric power and ARPES measurements. These different effects 
will be described in the next paragraphs.
Hall effect Hall effect measurements allow one to get more insight into the evolution of the transport properties in the 
paramagnetic high-T phase. The Hall resistivity is always linear with magnetic ﬁeld allowing one to determine the Hall 
coeﬃcient RH unambiguously. This is no longer true in the magnetic phase where a saturation with magnetic ﬁeld is 
observed upon decreasing the temperature (see below) [6,32]. The data for the Hall coeﬃcient RH are presented in Fig. 4a 
for a set of Co dopings in BaFe2As2. The strong increase in the magnitude of RH is correlated to the reconstruction of the 
168 F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187Fig. 4. (a) Temperature dependence of the Hall coeﬃcient for a series of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 crystals. The drop of RH signals the reconstruction of the 
Fermi surface at TN. To see more clearly the evolution in the paramagnetic phase, the Hall number |nH| is plotted in (b) versus temperature. Here, 
nH(e/Fe) = 0.32/RHx(10−9 m3/C). From [6].
Fig. 5. Number of holes (open blue circles) and electrons (black squares) extracted from ARPES measurements on Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 single crystals from the 
same batches as used for resistivity measurements. Solid blue circles indicate the number of holes after correction taking into account the three dimensional 
geometry of the hole pockets. Black stars are the low T data for |nH| reported in Fig. 4b. Hatched areas indicate likely values for the number of holes and 
electrons, including possible experimental errors. Thick black and blue solid lines are prediction of LDA calculations for the evolution of number of holes 
and electrons [32] reproduced from Ref. [25].
Fermi surface at the magnetic transitions. In order to better visualize the behavior of RH in the paramagnetic phases and 
for large x, we have plotted in Fig. 4b the variations of the Hall number nH = 1/(eRH).
The strong variation of |nH| with temperature indicates that several bands contribute to the transport. Moreover the 
negative sign of RH points out that electrons give the dominant contribution to the charge transport at all T whatever x. 
Assuming a simple two band model as a starting point, one could write:
σ = 1/ρ = σh + σe (2)
eRH = 1
nH
= σ
2
h
nh(σe + σh)2 −
σ 2e
ne(σe + σh)2 (3)
where ne (nh) are the concentration of electrons (holes) usually taken as T independent in a metallic state. One should note 
that charge conservation implies:
ne = nh + x (4)
with the usual assumption that Co gives one electron to these bands. As we have only three relations for ne, nh, σe, σh, this 
problem cannot be readily solved without further elements based on physical arguments or other experiments.
In particular, it is instructive to look at the low T extrapolation of nH and compare it to ARPES determinations of the 
carrier numbers, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The very good agreement found between nH(T = 0) and the number of electrons 
determined by ARPES strongly suggests that the low T value of |nH| corresponds to the actual value of ne down to x  4%. 
This implies that only electrons contribute to the transport at low T in this multi-band compound and that holes are so 
strongly scattered that they are not directly apparent in the transport properties.
F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187 169Fig. 6. Number of electrons extracted from ARPES measurements [29] as a function of the Co content for different temperatures (left) and as a function of T
for different Co content (right). Thanks to the knowledge of the 3D shape of the electron pockets [22], the number of electrons can be reliably determined. 
The solid orange line indicates the number of electrons expected from LDA calculation.
This large asymmetry between electron and hole scattering rates has been also deduced from the analysis of electronic 
Raman measurements, in which different parts of the Brillouin zone can be probed by using different polarizations [34]. 
On the same way THz optical measurements in Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 clearly show that, in the normal state, the electronic 
contribution to the infrared and dc conductivity dominates over the hole contribution [35]. It has been shown that this 
disparity between electrons and holes could result from a large anisotropy of the one-particle scattering rates by spin 
and charge ﬂuctuations on each Fermi surface sheet [36]. This is due both to the momentum dependence of the spin 
susceptibility and the multi-orbital composition of each Fermi pocket. Moreover, it is found that the longer lifetime occurs 
for the dxy states of the electron Fermi surface sheets, where the Fermi velocity is maximum. However if forward scattering 
corrections due to anisotropic interband scattering off spin ﬂuctuations are included [37], the effective transport relaxation 
times are found to be much more isotropic and to show no special features around the Fermi pockets.
For large Co doping, ARPES experiments show that the hole Fermi surface pockets become very small while the electron 
pockets signiﬁcantly expand [22,23]. In this case nh  ne (and σh  σe) so that Eq. (3) writes:
|nH|  ne (1+ 2σh/σ ) (5)
to ﬁrst order in σh/σ . This simple limit evidences that, whatever the exact value of ne, the data for ρ(T ) and |nH(T )| would 
only be explained by a high T increase of σh with a weak minimum below 100 K. This behavior, opposite to that expected 
for a metallic system, led us to conclude that ne and nh are T dependent. This assumption has been conﬁrmed qualitatively 
afterwards by ARPES measurements which reveal a strong T dependence of the electronic structure in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2. 
A similar evolution of the electronic structure with temperature has also been observed by ARPES in Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 [33]
(see below).
As shown in Fig. 6, the T dependence of the number of electrons deduced from ARPES is strikingly similar to that of |nH|
reported in Fig. 4a, albeit a bit smaller quantitatively. This T variation of the carrier content can be partly assigned to the 
fact that EF is only 20–40 meV below and above the hole and electron bands in the BaFe2As2 parent. Thermal population 
of the hole and electron bands yields then a shift of the chemical potential μ(T ) to fulﬁll Eq. (4). A rough calculation 
within the Fermi liquid theory and based on a simple sketch of the Co8%–BaFe2As2 band structure gives the right order of 
magnitude for the observed shift of the chemical potential, supporting the idea that this effect plays a leading role [29]. 
Consequently, part of the T dependent band shift observed by ARPES could be a simple consequence of thermal population 
factors when the bottom or top of a band lies close to the Fermi energy. Nevertheless one cannot exclude that this can also 
be due to a weakening of the coupling between quasiparticles and interband spin ﬂuctuations with increasing T , as the 
strength of the spin ﬂuctuations is expected to decrease at high T [38].
Let us point out that an attempt to explain the sign and the temperature and doping variation of the Hall coeﬃcient 
has been proposed by Fanfarillo et al. [42]. These authors show that, in a multi-band system with predominantly interband 
interactions between electrons and holes, current vertex corrections due to the exchange of spin ﬂuctuations induce a mixing 
of the electron and hole current, which could result in a renormalized current dominated by the character of majority carrier. 
However this theoretical approach does not consider the possibility of a T variation of the number of carriers.
Scattering rates of the carriers and temperature dependence of the resistivity This temperature dependence of the number of 
carriers has important consequences on the determination of their scattering rates from resistivity measurements. Indeed 
in a simple metal with only one single band, the T dependence of the resistivity can be directly assimilated to the T
dependence of the scattering rate of the carriers from Eq. (1). In particular it has been claimed that the linear T dependence 
of the resistivity observed up to ∼ 120 K in Ba(Fe0.93Co0.07)2As2 (see Fig. 1a) supports the existence of a quantum critical 
point on the verge of the antiferromagnetic order [39,40]. As shown above, the fact that the number of carriers increases 
with temperature indicates that this cannot be concluded directly from resistivity measurements. In the same way, quantum 
critical points have been claimed in the case of Ba(Fe1−xNix)2As2 for x = 0.05 and x = 0.07 on the observation of nearly 
linear resistivity dependences [44]. As found for Co-doped BaFe2As2 [43], the concomitant observation of an upturn in the 
170 F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187Fig. 7. (a) T variation of Cot(H) = ρ/|RH| at 1 T. (b) This quantity, which reduces to (me/m0/)/τ if σh  σe , is plotted versus T 2 in the paramagnetic 
phase for x  4%. This evidences a Fermi liquid behavior for T ≤ 150 K. Inset of (a): Coeﬃcient B of the T 2 variation versus ne in logarithmic scales. The 
line corresponds to B ∝ 1/ne .
spin lattice NMR relaxation rate were taken as the signature of quantum criticality. Such linear resistivity dependences can 
also be observed in Fig. 2a for x = 0.06. However the analysis in a single band approach performed by these authors [44] is 
highly questionable; in particular, we have clearly shown that both holes and electrons contribute to the transport beyond 
the optimal doping [20].
In the assumption that only one electron band contributes to the transport of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, the quantity Cot(H) =
ρ/|RH| equals me/eτ and gives a direct determination of the electron scattering rate 1/τ (T ). The data for Cot(H) are 
reported in Fig. 7a for all the superconducting samples. The very similar behavior displayed by Cot(H) above TAF for 
all x does not show up any direct incidence on the transport of the spin ﬂuctuations detected in the nuclear spin lattice 
relaxation rates [21]. This might lead us to anticipate that the variation of nH is always governed by a T variation of ne, even 
for the lower Co contents. As shown below, the interplay between charge transport and spin ﬂuctuations can be evidenced 
by longitudinal magnetoresistivity measurements.
As shown in Fig. 7b for x  4%, this yields 1/τ (T ) data which split, as usual, in a T -dependent 1/τe(T ) and a resid-
ual 1/τ0. The former is very well ﬁtted below 150 K by a Fermi liquid like T 2 law highly dependent on x, which excludes 
an electron–phonon scattering contribution. Such electron–electron scattering processes are given by:
h¯/τe(T ) = A(kBT )2/EF (6)
where A is a dimensionless constant [41]. They are overwhelmed by phonon processes in usual metals, but are enhanced 
here since kBT  EF. For x = 14%, with EF = 25 meV and me/m0 = 2 taken from ARPES, we estimate a typical value A  4, 
which corroborates the validity of our analysis. We furthermore ﬁnd that the T 2 coeﬃcient displays a simple 1/ne variation 
(inset of Fig. 7a), which agrees with EF ∝ nαe for a simple parabolic band, with α = 1 in the 2D case. As for the disorder 
induced residual scattering rate τ−10 , we can see in Fig. 7b, that it remains unchanged in the paramagnetic state for all x, so 
that native disorder dominates over the effect of Co substitution in the Fe planes.
It is worth mentioning here that such a T 2 dependence for the scattering rate of the majority carriers has been also 
deduced from optical conductivity measurements [45]. Indeed the frequency-dependent conductivity can be decomposed 
into a broad temperature independent background and a narrow Drude-like component which solely determines the trans-
port properties and displays a T 2 behaviour within an extended temperature range. The plasma frequency deduced from 
this analysis is found to be independent of temperature, which indicates that the number of carriers remains constant, in 
contrast to what found from Hall effect and ARPES measurements.
Spin ﬂuctuations in the transport properties Surprisingly, as pointed out above, there is no identiﬁed signatures of the spin 
ﬂuctuations in the resistivity and Hall effect of Co-doped 122 compounds in the paramagnetic state for T > TAF. Conversely 
as shall be illustrated below, we have shown that the coupling between the charge carriers and the spin degrees of freedom 
can be revealed by high resolution measurements of the longitudinal magnetoresistivity (LMR) [46]. While a large positive 
LMR component is found in the AF phase of BaFe2As2, a negative and much smaller component is measured in the param-
agnetic state of Co-substituted BaFe2As2 as reported in Fig. 8. The natural explanation for this negative LMR is that it results 
from the suppression of spin ﬂuctuations by the magnetic ﬁeld, which results in the decrease of the magnetic contribution 
to the resistivity. The small value of the LMR measured here (less than 0.2% at 45 K and 14 T) comforts the observation that 
this magnetic term plays a minor role in the value of the total resistivity.
Moreover, we observed that the dependence of the LMR coeﬃcient γ (T ), deﬁned as ρ(T , H) = −γ (T )H2, with T and 
Co content reported in Fig. 9a mimics the behavior of the NMR relaxation rates displayed in Fig. 9b. This strongly supports 
the relation between the negative LMR and the AF spin ﬂuctuations.
The T dependence of the LMR coeﬃcient can be explained in an itinerant nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid model 
with
ρ(T , H) ∼ −a(T )ρsf(T )H2 ∼ −a(T )T H2 (7)
F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187 171Fig. 8. Magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the resistivity of the non-AF Ba(Fe0.925Co0.075)2As2 for T ranging from 30 to 120 K for H ‖ ab-plane and ‖ I . Lines are 
ﬁts with a quadratic ﬁeld dependence. From [46]. Inset: The longitudinal δρ/ρ0 values plotted versus H2 for H ‖ I (full symbols) or H ⊥ I (empty symbols) 
show that the LMR is isotropic in this 7.5%Co-doped sample.
Fig. 9. (a) Temperature dependence of the longitudinal MR coeﬃcients γ (T ) = −ρ/H2 for the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 samples whose respective positions in 
the phase diagram are indicated by arrows in the inset. The shape of the curves resemble those found for the 75As NMR 1/T1T relaxation rates displayed 
in (b). (b) 75As NMR 1/T1T relaxation rates for a similar series of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 samples. From [43]. The upgoing arrows in (a) indicate the onsets of 
the upturns in 1/T1T observed in (b) for the same Co contents.
where ρsf is the magnetic part of the resistivity and is found to be proportional to T when the spin ﬂuctuation spectrum 
is two-dimensional [47] and a(T ) measures the coupling effectiveness between the uniform mode at q = 0 and the modes 
with q ≈ QAF [48]. Good ﬁts of our data can be obtained with
a(T ) = 1
T − θ for x < 0.075 (8)
with θ ∼ TN for x = 0.047 and 0.06 and
a(T ) = 1
(T − θ)2 for x ≥ 0.075 (9)
where θ decreases slightly from 0 in the optimally doped sample to ∼ −50 K in the most doped 15.4%Co one. These 
negative values of θ that reveal the existence of short-range AF spin ﬂuctuations are in relatively good agreement with 
those extracted from INS or NMR experiments, albeit a little smaller [49,43].
These results uncover a subtle modiﬁcation of the interaction between the conduction electrons and the ﬂuctuating 
magnetic moments in the paramagnetic state, which occurs simultaneously with the loss of long range antiferromagnetic 
order at lower temperatures when Tc is optimal. This would be related to the multi-orbital nature of the iron pnictides. 
In underdoped compounds, strong orbital differentiation between the 3d Fe orbitals [28,50,51] results in a description in 
terms of coexisting itinerant and localized electrons. The situation appears then reminiscent of that encountered in s–d AF 
metals where the electrons in the conduction s band are the charge carriers while those in the narrow d band contribute 
to the spin ﬂuctuations [47]. Beyond optimal doping, the weakening of the orbital differentiation with electron doping 
172 F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187Fig. 10. (a) Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coeﬃcient S divided by T in a series of superconducting Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 samples. The dotted lines 
emphasize linearity on a log T scale. (b) Plot of the slope n of the logarithmic temperature dependence of S/T as a function of Co substitution x which 
shows an increase close to x  0.05. From [54].
predicted theoretically [51,52], might result in a strong hybridization between local moment and itinerant electrons and 
in a modiﬁcation of the coupling between charge carriers and magnetic ﬂuctuations. A more precise consideration of the 
characteristics and nesting properties of the different Fermi sheets is necessary to explain the quantitative evolution of the 
LMR in these multi-orbital compounds.
Thermopower and quantum critical point It has also been proposed that thermoelectric power (TEP) measurements can be 
used to probe spin ﬂuctuations in proximity to a quantum critical point in Fe-based superconductors. When the low-energy 
spin ﬂuctuations are quasi-two-dimensional, with a typical two-dimensional ordering wave vector and three-dimensional 
Fermi surface, the electrons are strongly scattered in the “hot” regions on the Fermi surface. This results in a logarithmic 
temperature dependence for the Seebeck coeﬃcient S [53], as observed in different heavy-fermion compounds. TEP data 
in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 have been analysed under these lines [54]. As reported in Fig. 10, a logarithmic dependence of S/T
can be observed in a small temperature range. Moreover the increase of |S|/T and the slope of its logarithmic temperature 
dependence near x  0.05 was interpreted as due to an increase of scattering on nearly critical spin ﬂuctuations.
However, the maximum of n peaks near x = 0.05 where a magnetic transition is still observed around 60 K (see Fig. 1). 
Surprisingly this transition is not visible on the TEP data and one can wonder about the meaning of a temperature loga-
rithmic dependence between 30 and 100 K in this 5% Co-doped sample where scattering processes are expected to be very 
different in the magnetic and paramagnetic phases.
2.1.2. Transport in the low temperature antiferromagnetic phase
Parent compounds The drop of the resistivity in the parent compounds of the 122 systems, as seen in Fig. 1a for BaFe2As2, 
signals the reconstruction of the Fermi surface below the magneto-structural transition with the appearance of tiny Fermi 
surfaces. This has been very well evidenced by ARPES [55–59] and quantum oscillations [60–62] measurements. Transport 
properties in the low-T magnetic phase were analysed within a multi-band approach with different types of carriers and 
different mobilities [63–65]. Contrary to what is observed in the paramagnetic state, the residual resistivity ρs in the mag-
netic state is very sensitive to thermal annealings [66,65], ρs of as-grown samples being decreased by up to one order of 
magnitude by appropriate treatment as seen in Fig. 11a [65]. More importantly, the temperature dependence of the Hall 
coeﬃcient in Fig. 11b is strongly affected by thermal annealing, which evidences the contribution of different electronic 
bands in the transport properties.
Concomitant data of resistivity, Hall effect and magnetoresistance were analysed within a multi-carriers model [63,65]. 
In Ref. [65], three different carriers – two electron bands and one hole band – are necessary to account for the results, in 
agreement with quantum oscillations results obtained on annealed BaFe2As2 [62]. One type of the electron carriers has a 
lower density and a higher mobility than the two other ones which display similar features. One can notice that the evolu-
tion of the Hall coeﬃcient with annealing suggests that the hole mobility should be more sensitive to impurities, washing 
out the contribution of holes to the Hall effect at low T in as-grown samples. A different analysis of the magneto-transport 
in the magnetic phase of BaFe2As2 was proposed in [63,64] based on the observation of linear ﬁeld dependence of the mag-
netoresistance above 1 T in as-grown samples. However measurements at much higher ﬁelds (up to 50 T) show quadratic 
magnetoresistance [67].
In all these analyses, the number of carriers in the different bands were considered to be independent of T . As unusual 
temperature effects on the electronic bands were observed by ARPES experiments in the paramagnetic phase of Ba-122 
[29,33], one can expect that such temperature dependent band shifts have enhanced effects on the reconstructed Fermi 
surface due to the strongly reduced size of the Fermi pockets in the SDW state. In fact change in the Fermi surface topology 
with temperature has been proposed to explain electronic Raman scattering in the spin-density wave phase of SrFe2As2 [68]. 
The temperature dependence of the SDW gaps reveals an unusual evolution of the reconstructed electronic structure with 
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of annealing on the magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the Hall resistivity (from [65]).
Fig. 12. (a) Thermoelectric power as a function of temperature for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (from [69]). (b) Schematic phase diagram of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 based 
on transport and ARPES measurements. Green dashed line shows the doping location of the sudden change in S . The blue area represents the doping region 
where the reconstruction of the Fermi surface occurs (from [70]).
at least one gap being activated only well below the magnetic SDW transition TN. This is associated with a sign change of 
the low ﬁeld Hall coeﬃcient RH, from positive at high T to negative at lower T when the other SDW gap peak emerges in 
the Raman data. These observations have been ascribed to a temperature induced disappearance of a hole pocket, indicating 
a change in Fermi surface topology deep in the SDW phase [68].
Transport in the magnetic phase of electron doped 122 compounds As seen above, the topology of the Fermi surface in the SDW 
phase makes it particularly sensitive to external perturbations. It was found very early that a tiny electron doping of the 
122 compounds has an important effect in their transport properties in the magnetic phase. In Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, Hall effect 
and thermopower measurements [6,69] evidence a drastic change in the electronic structure for x  0.02, as illustrated in 
Fig. 12a for the Seebeck coeﬃcient S .
As the thermoelectric power (S) is connected to the derivative of the density of electronic states, it is particularly sensitive 
to any modiﬁcation of the Fermi surface topology. Moreover, it is found that the sudden change in S occurs near the Co 
doping where superconductivity emerges in the phase diagram. Subsequent ARPES measurements evidence that the Fermi 
surface reconstruction vanishes at this doping level, the top of the hole bands in the reconstructed Fermi surface moving 
below the Fermi energy, which signals the occurrence of a Lifshitz transition [56]. Superconductivity and magnetism can 
174 F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187Fig. 13. (a) Temperature dependence of the in-plane resistivity ρ(T ) of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 single crystals. The arrows signal the occurrence of the magne-
tostructural transitions. (b) Temperature dependence of the Hall coeﬃcient RH(T ) in the vicinity of RH = 0 [76].
coexist only when these hole pockets are suppressed. This shows that the topology of the Fermi surface has important 
consequences on the superconducting and magnetic properties of these compounds (see Fig. 12b).
2.2. Isovalent substitution
Another possibility to induce superconductivity in the iron-pnictides is upon substitution by isovalent atoms, either on 
the Fe site by Ru atoms or on the As site by P atoms. This type of substitution does not change the balance between the 
electron and hole bands. The modiﬁcations of the electronic structure must be driven here by structural modiﬁcations such 
as the height of As with respect to the Fe planes or the value of the As–Fe–As bonding tetrahedral angle.
2.2.1. Isovalent substitution on the iron site: Ru
Ru substitution at the Fe site expands the lattice in the (a, b)-plane but shrinks it along the c direction [76,77], resulting 
in weaker lattice anisotropy and strong modiﬁcation of the electronic structure. This is different from the effect of external 
pressure or P substitution at the As site which both induce a decrease in all the lattice parameters. Signiﬁcant modiﬁcations 
of the electronic structure were indeed observed by ARPES studies [74,75]. The evolution of the temperature resistivity 
curves as a function of Ru content is reported in Fig. 13 for Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 single crystals [76]. Similar results were 
reported in [77,80]. The evolution of the ρ(T ) curves look like those observed for the doped samples as reported in Figs. 1a 
and 2a. As in electron doped BaFe2As2, the sharp drop signalling the magnetostructural transition in the parent compound 
evolves towards a step-like increase in resistivity when Ru is introduced. This is in contrast to what is observed in poly-
crystalline samples where the resistivity always decreases at the transition [11,12]. Except for the sample with a Ru content 
of 0.15, it is not possible to distinguish the structural and magnetic transitions TS and TN from resistivity measurements 
(see also Ref. [77]). Superconductivity appears for x = 0.15 and a maximum Tc of ∼ 19.5 K is found for x = 0.35. As in the 
electron doped compounds, coexistence between magnetism and superconductivity is clearly evidenced with the optimal Tc
occurring when long-range magnetic order is fully suppressed. However NMR studies clearly show that superconductivity 
coexists with AF order only in the regions where moments are smaller than ∼ 0.3 μB , in contrast to the observation done 
in Co-doped samples [78,79].
The evolution of the Hall coeﬃcient with Ru substitution reported in Fig. 13b differs from the observation done in the 
other compounds. Indeed, a change of sign of RH is seen at low temperature for intermediate doping, between 0.24 to 0.55 
as reported in [80]. It is also found that the thermopower exhibits a very complicated behavior as a function of temperature 
and Ru substitution and becomes also positive at low T for intermediate doping [81]. In a multi-band framework, this 
indicates that holes and electrons contribute similarly to the transport in a large temperature range. ARPES data on crystals 
with 35% Ru showed that the number of holes and electrons are similar, i.e., n = ne = nh  0.11 carriers/Fe [74]. It is worth 
pointing out that this value is signiﬁcantly larger than that determined by ARPES in the paramagnetic phase of BaFe2As2: 
n = 0.06(2) carriers/Fe [22], conﬁrming that important modiﬁcations of the electronic structure occur upon Ru substitution. 
Moreover, Fermi velocities increase signiﬁcantly with respect to BaFe2As2, suggesting a reduction of correlation effects.
Let us point out that Eom et al. claimed that the change of sign in RH observed in Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 cannot be explained 
in a multi-band approach but rather comes from a non-Fermi-liquid-like behavior in the vicinity of the AFM phase. However 
some of their arguments result from miscalculations. In particular, using a carrier density of 0.15 electrons/Fe, they found 
1/ne = 0.98 ·10−3 cm3/C while a right calculation would give 2.12 ·10−3 cm3/C.1 Consequently, contrary to what is asserted 
in this paper [80], the mobilities of holes and electrons are comparable at high T while that of the holes slightly overcomes 
that of the electrons at low T . Moreover these authors speculated that their magnetoresistance data, always lower than 1% 
1 Knowing that the cell volume of BaFe2As2 (V = 0.204 nm3) contains two Fe2As2, a number of carriers of n = 0.15 carriers/Fe corresponds to 2.94 ·
1027 carriers/m3, resulting in a Hall coeﬃcient equal to Re = 1/ne = 2.12 · 10−9 m3/C or 2.12 · 10−3 cm3/C.
F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187 175Fig. 14. (a) Transverse magnetoresistance ρ/ρ0 for a Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 single crystals with 35%Ru at different temperatures. Solid lines are quadratic ﬁts of 
the data. (b) Temperature dependence of the number of carriers and of the hole and electron scattering rates determined from resistivity, Hall coeﬃcient 
and magnetoresistance data as explained in the text. Dotted lines are quadratic ﬁts of the data showing that both the electrons and holes exhibit a Fermi 
liquid behavior [82].
at 14 T, are much smaller than those predicted by a two-band model for which “a large MR is expected as long as the 
electron and hole carriers coexist and their mobilities are comparable”. However, we do not understand how these latter 
values were estimated by Eom et al. [80]. Solving the problem in the opposite way, it is possible to determine directly the 
hole and electron conductivities σh and σe and the number of carriers n = nh = ne from measurements of resistivity, Hall 
effect and magnetoresistance using the following equations:
σ = 1
ρ
= σh + σe
RH = Re σh − σe
σh + σe with Re = 1/n|e|
ρ0
ρ
= R2eσeσhH2 (10)
Combining these equations one ﬁnds that the magnetoresistance writes as:
ρ
ρ0
= 1
4
(R2e − R2H)
(
H
ρ0
)2
(11)
This equation is important as the proportionality between the magnetoresistance and (H/ρ0)2 has often be taken as an 
indication that the so-called Kohler law is obeyed or not. In multi-band systems with ne = nh, Eq. (11) tells us that this 
proportionality can be observed if R2e − R2H is weakly T dependent, that is for Re  RH or RH nearly constant with T . 
Consequently the observation or not of the “Kohler law” must be considered with caution and no rapid conclusion can be 
drawn.
We displayed in Fig. 14a our own data of the orbital magnetoresistance for a single crystal of Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 with 
35%Ru [82]. These data are very similar to those reported by Eom et al. [80] for an optimally doped crystal. Using resistivity, 
Hall coeﬃcient and magnetoresistance data, Eqs. (10) make it possible to determine the temperature dependences of the 
number of carriers and the scattering rates for holes and electrons that are reported in Fig. 14b. The number of carriers 
∼ 0.12(1) electrons/Fe between 50 and 150 K is in very good agreement with that found by ARPES measurements (n =
0.11 carriers/Fe) at 20 K on similar crystals [74]. This gives some conﬁdence to this analysis in terms of two electronic 
bands. Let us also notice that the small increase in n for T > 120 K is compatible to modiﬁcations of the electronic structure 
with T as observed by ARPES measurements [33]. Moreover the scattering rates of both electrons and holes exhibit a T 2
dependence as also found for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, demonstrating once again that direct conclusion from the T dependence of 
resistivity must be considered with caution in these multi-band systems.
It is worth noticing here that the scattering rates (∼ 5 · 1013 s−1) of both electrons and holes are of the same order as 
that of electrons in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (see Fig. 7). Moreover the hole mobility overcomes that of electrons at low T , which 
implies that some scattering processes responsible for the low mobility of holes in BaFe2As2 are considerably reduced by the 
introduction of Ru. This is quite surprising a priori as Ru substitution would have been expected to result in strong disorder 
scattering. However ARPES measurements reveal a homogeneous electronic structure and no strong disorder associated 
with Ru substitutions. Moreover, it appears that Ru substitution also strongly weakens the electron correlations both in 
electron and hole bands, which can explain the increased mobility of holes in BaFeRuAs compared to BaFeCoAs [74]. By 
taking into account disorder effects in ﬁrst-principles calculation, it was shown that, while large scattering is found on the 
entire Fe bands, the states near the chemical potential remain very sharp and coherent [83]. This exotic behavior originates 
from a coherent interference of on-site and off-site disorder potentials. This insensitivity to impurity scattering provides 
176 F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187Fig. 15. (a) Temperature dependence of in-plane resistivity ρ(T ) of BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 for x ranging from 0.33 to 0.71. The red lines are the ﬁt of normal-state 
resistivity to power-law dependence ρ0 = AT α . Inset: Temperature dependence of −RH(T ) for x = 0.33. (b) Magnetoresistance ρxx/ρxx plotted as a 
function of (μ0H/ρxx)2 for x = 0.33. The inset shows ρxx/ρxx versus tan2θH. From [16].
a natural explanation of the unusual resilience of transport and superconductivity against a high impurity level in this 
Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As2 system.
2.2.2. Substitution on the As site: P
The structural modiﬁcations induced by P substitution at the As site are very similar to those of hydrostatic pressure. 
P substitution reduces all the axis lengths and the pnictogen height zPn relative to the FeAs layers [14–16]. According to 
density functional theory (DFT), the hole pockets are quite sensitive to this pnictogen position. Indeed a strong increase in 
the warping of one hole sheet was evidenced by ARPES measurements, which would lead to weaken the nesting between 
the electron and hole Fermi surfaces [86]. Among the 122 compounds, BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 was particularly studied as it was 
considered as the ideal system to study the quantum criticality in iron pnictides (for a review, see [85]). Since substitution 
takes place outside the FeAs layers, the scattering rate of the defects introduced by P substitution was shown to be partic-
ularly low, as demonstrated by the observation of quantum oscillations in a wide range of P concentrations [84]. This gave 
rise to a lot of different studies of transport, magnetic, speciﬁc heat, . . . properties.
The ﬁrst assertion of quantum criticality was claimed from resistivity measurements [14–16]. As shown in Fig. 15a, the 
in-plane resistivity ρ displays a linear temperature dependence for x = 0.30 corresponding to the maximum value of Tc [16]. 
The authors also note that the Hall coeﬃcient is remarkably enhanced at low temperature (see ﬁgure in Fig. 15b) and that 
the magnetoresistance reported in Fig. 15c violates Kohler law. All these results were taken as indicative of non-Fermi liquid 
behavior and the proximity of a quantum critical point.
Besides, recent measurements using high magnetic ﬁeld to suppress superconductivity have revealed a T 2 behavior at 
low temperature for all compositions (x ≥ 0.32) and a crossover towards a linear temperature dependence as T is increased, 
consistent with a Fermi-liquid ground state at low T [87]. As optimal doping is approached from the overdoped side, the 
range of T over which T 2 behavior is observed decreases. Good ﬁts of the resistivity curves are done with a power law 
expression ρ(T ) = ρ0 + ATn , with the coeﬃcient A being strongly peaked at Tmaxc , which was interpreted by the authors as 
the proximity to a quantum critical point.
However all these conclusions were drawn while considering a single band picture to describe the transport properties 
of BaFe2(As1−xPx)2. It is worth noting here that the same miscalculation in the estimate of Re = 1/ne as done in Ref. [80]
for BaFeRuAs led the authors to conclude that the simple multi-band picture cannot be applied. The actual value of Re, 
equal to 2.05 · 10−9 m3/C is in fact very close to the measured value of RH (see footnote p. 11). Moreover, as pointed out 
above in the case of BaFeRuAs, the apparent violation of Kohler’s law for a two-band system can very simply derive from 
Eq. (11) if (R2e − R2H) is dependent on T . Consequently, ruling out multi-band effects to explain the transport properties of 
BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 appears not really legitimate here.
As in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, the Hall coeﬃcient is negative, indicating that the electron scattering rates must be smaller 
than that of holes. As a matter of fact, only two electron sheets can be revealed by quantum oscillation measurements in 
overdoped BaFe2(As1−xPx)2. Using the same approach as done above for BaFeRuAs, it is possible to determine the number 
of carriers and the scattering rates of electrons and holes from the data of resistivity, Hall coeﬃcient and magnetoresistance 
reported in Fig. 15. The number of carriers found from such a decomposition is ∼ 0.06 carriers/Fe, in a very good agreement 
with that determined by quantum oscillation measurements [84].
Even if the existence of a quantum critical point deduced from the analysis of the transport properties in a single band 
approach must be considered with caution as shown above, it is important to point out that the presence of a QCP in 
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[88,89,84,90].
The effect of P substitution was also reported for the parent compound EuFe2As2 [91–94] in order to study the inter-
play between superconductivity and Eu2+ magnetism. As for BaFe2As2, the introduction of P results in the suppression of 
the antiferromagnetic phase and the apparition of superconductivity in a rather narrow superconducting dome, between 
x  0.16 and  0.23. The magnetic structure of Eu2+ was carefully investigated in Ref. [93] and the authors conclude that 
the development of superconductivity is supported by the decoupling of the magnetic Eu2+ layers. The electrodynamic in 
plane response of a series of EuFe2(As1−xPx)2 single crystals was studied using Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy. The 
results are detailed in Ref. [94] in this volume.
2.3. Hole doping – substitution at the alkaline earth site of AEFe2As2 , AE = Ba, Sr or Ca
The only possibility to induce superconductivity by hole doping in the 122 system is by alkali metal substitution 
in the insulating blocking layers. Indeed substitution at the Fe site by elements at the left of Fe, as Mn or Cr, which 
would formally lead to hole doping, fails to induce superconductivity [95,96]. In the case of Mn substitution, it has been 
demonstrated that the additional holes given by Mn do not delocalize but act as local moments on Mn sites with strong 
stabilization of the antiferromagnetic order [97,98]. However Hall effect measurements clearly show a change of sign in 
RH from negative to positive upon Cr and Mn substitution, indicating that holes are actually added [95,99]. For the elec-
tron doped 122 family, such as Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, experimental and theoretical works illustrate the systematic evolution 
of the transport properties and electronic structure; they all highlight the importance of multi-band effects. The detailed 
investigations and analyses suggest asymmetric quasiparticle scattering in the hole and electron bands, with still a much 
larger mobility in the electron band. Detailed studies of the Hall resistivities in Mn-substituted BaFe2As2 as well as si-
multaneous analyses of both longitudinal and transverse magnetoconductivities demonstrated that minor number of holes 
with high mobility were generated by the Mn doping, while the majority electron and hole Fermi surfaces in the electronic 
structure of the parent BaFe2As2 were almost preserved [100]. Where are located the minority holes is not yet clearly 
elucidated.
Hole doping is then achieved by substitution of K or Na at the alkaline earth site, the most studied compound being 
Ba1−xKxFe2As2. Compared to its counterpart electron doped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, there are relatively few systematic studies 
of transport properties all along the phase diagram, due to the larger diﬃculty to grow good single crystals with a narrow 
compositional distribution especially for heavily K doped crystals
The evolution of the resistivity curves reported in Fig. 16a shows up some differences from the observations done in 
electron doped compounds [101]. First, the drop of resistivity which signals the magneto-structural transition at 138 K in 
the parent compound is shifted to lower temperature upon K substitution but without strong modiﬁcation of the ρ(T )
curves: the derivatives of the resistivity always display a unique peak, showing that the magnetic and structural transi-
tions take place at the same temperature as evidenced by X-rays and neutron diffraction measurements [102]. The shape 
of the resistivity curves is also very different: in K substituted BaFe2As2, resistivity curves exhibit a crossover from a low-T
positive to a high-T negative curvature contrary to the case for the other types of substitution. Moreover, one can see 
that the ρ(T ) curves remain almost unchanged once the superconductivity sets in. Resistivity measurements performed 
for a large range of hole doping show that the room-temperature resistivity ρ(300 K) remains constant, within statisti-
cal error, over the whole composition range from heavily underdoped samples with x = 0.22 to heavily overdoped x = 1
[103,104]. This is very different from what is observed in the other types of substitution (see Figs. 1, 2, 13 or 15), for 
which ρ(300 K) decreases notably with doping. By contrast, one observes that the Hall coeﬃcient RH exhibits a signiﬁ-
cant modiﬁcation with K content, as seen is Fig. 16b. In particular, a change of sign in RH is observed as soon as K is 
introduced, indicating that the contribution of holes rapidly overcomes that of electrons. Moreover one can notice that 
the crossover temperature, where RH turns to a decrease upon cooling is rather close to the crossover seen in resistiv-
ity.
These results were usually discussed in a two-band approach. However, to our knowledge, there were no attempts 
to analyse resistivity and Hall coeﬃcient data simultaneously as a function of x and T in order to get the rough evo-
lution trends of the different parameters deﬁned in Eq. (3). In particular, the saturation of the ρ(T ) curves at high 
T was interpreted by an effect of “shunting”, with the conductivity of one band being strongly T dependent, while 
the other is nearly T independent [106,101]. One can notice that optical conductivity data have been often interpreted 
along these lines [105,45,107]. Two Drude terms, representing two groups of carriers with different scattering rates have 
been used to describe the real part of the optical conductivity with a “broad” Drude component with a T -independent 
scattering rate, and a “narrow” Drude T dependent component. In the case of the optimally doped Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2, 
the scattering rate of the “narrow” Drude peak was found to increase linearly with T from 50 to 300 K, suggesting 
the presence of a quantum critical point into the superconducting dome [107]. However, direct ﬁts of the ρ(T ) curves 
using a power-law dependence ρ(T ) = ρ0 + ATn as done in P-substituted BaFe2As2 [61] did not give conclusive re-
sults. Although the exponent n is found to be minimum (∼ 1.1–1.5) for x = 0.39 with maximum Tc, negative values 
are obtained for the residual resistivity ρ0, which indicates that this ﬁtting procedure must be considered with caution 
[101,103,104].
178 F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187Fig. 16. (a) Temperature dependence of resistivity of Ba1−xKxFe2As2 (x = 0 to 0.37) single crystals. The magneto-structural transition is shifted to lower 
temperatures and becomes rounded with further potassium doping. The resistivity anomaly in the normal state cannot be explicitly resolved when the 
doping level is 0.25 with Tc = 29 K and beyond, from [102]. (b) Temperature dependence of the Hall coeﬃcient RH for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.55. The triangles indicate 
the crossover temperature, where RH turns to a decrease upon cooling. From [103].
Fig. 17. Phase diagram of Ba1−xKx(Fe0.93Co0.07)2As2 (dark blue/orange) compared to the phase diagrams of Ba1−xKxFe2As2 and Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
(light blue/yellow). From [109].
2.4. Comparison between the different types of substitution
2.4.1. Role of disorder
Value of Tc It has been often suggested that Tc is higher in the hole-doped than in the electron-doped Ba-122 compounds 
due to more disorder effects in the latter case, where the dopants are located in the FeAs layers (see for instance [18] in 
this volume). It was indeed shown that the chemical nature of the substitution in the FeAs layer has an important inﬂuence 
on the superconductivity and the transport properties. For instance Ni (Pd) substitution in the Ba or Sr-122 systems results 
in lower maximum Tc than Co (Rh) substitution [20,26]. This has been interpreted as a stronger pair breaking effect for Ni 
or Pd substitution than for Co [108].
However it is not so straightforward to assert that lower Tc in Co-substituted samples as compared to K-substituted 
samples is exclusively due to disorder effects since the electronic structures are very different in these two cases. Indeed 
the phase diagrams are asymmetric for electron and hole dopings, which may indicate that the excess positive and negative 
charges act differently. A very interesting experiment of co-doping using the combination of both K and Co substitutions in 
Ba1−xKx(Fe0.93Co0.07)2As2 [109] have clearly evidenced that the charge in the FeAs layers plays a major role in controlling 
the shape of the phase diagram of the Ba-122 compound. As reported in Fig. 17, the emergence of superconductivity and 
the disappearance of the magnetic phase are only dependent on the effective charge given to the FeAs layer. However, one 
can notice that the maximum Tc in the hole-doped part of the phase diagram is higher than in the Co samples, which has 
been interpreted as the effect of disorder introduced by the Co substitution in the iron layer.
Nevertheless one can point out that, in our analysis of transport data in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, the scattering rates of elec-
trons at low T do not depend on the Co content from 4% to 20% Co (see Fig. 7b), which led us to conclude that native 
disorder dominates over the effect of Co substitution [6]. Moreover, Katase et al. [110] showed that the superconducting 
F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187 179Fig. 18. Temperature dependence of the in-plane resistivity ρa (green) and ρb (red) of Ba(Fe1−xCoxx)2As2 for Co concentrations from x = 0 to 0.085. Solid 
vertical lines mark critical temperatures for the structural and magnetic phase transitions TS and TN, respectively. The diagrams on the right illustrate 
how measurements of ρa and ρb were made. Dark arrows indicate the direction in which uniaxial pressure was applied, and smaller arrows indicate the 
orientation of the a and b crystal axes. From [71].
dome of epitaxial ﬁlms of La-doped BaFe2As2 closely overlaps with that of Co-doped BaFe2As2, leading them to conclude 
that Tc does not depend on whether or not impurity dopants are located in the FeAs layer but only depends on the excess 
charges provided by the dopants. This result also suggests that the differences observed in Fig. 17 in the hole doped area 
of the phase diagram between Ba1−xKxFe2As2 and Ba1−xKx(Fe0.93Co0.07)2As2 is not due to disorder effects induced by Co 
substitution but must be related to differences in the magnitudes of superconducting interactions for the hole and electron 
doped BaFe2As2.
Impurity scattering and resistivity anisotropy above TN in the underdoped area of the phase diagram As we have shown above, 
the resistivity drop which signals the occurrence of the magnetostructural transition in the parent compound Ba(Sr)Fe2As2
transforms into a step-like increase in the resistivity as soon as Co or Ni are inserted in the FeAs layers (see for instance 
Fig. 1 [6] and Fig. 2 [20]) or by P substitution on the As site [16]. However, no increase of resistivity was observed in the 
hole doped K-substituted compounds (see Fig. 16 [101,111]).
Resistivity measurements in the presence of uniaxial stress have showed that this increase in resistivity results predom-
inantly from the resistivity component along the b-axis which is found to be larger than along the a-axis in the electron 
doped Ba-122 [71,64,73]. This anisotropy of resistivity in the tetragonal phase is however much reduced in the hole doped 
Ba1−xKxFe2As2 and also changes sign for suﬃciently high dopings [111,112]. This in-plane resistivity anisotropy which is 
observed above the structural transition TS has been taken as the hallmark of a nematic state in iron-pnictides (Fig. 18).
In one hand, by comparing Co and Ni doped samples, it has been argued [72] that the resistivity anisotropy does not 
depend on impurity concentration and is thus an intrinsic property determined by the Fermi surface anisotropy. On the 
other hand it was shown by Ishida et al. that the resistivity anisotropy is strongly dependent on the quality of the samples 
[73], which tends to suggest that it is more likely extrinsic in origin and comes from anisotropic scattering potentials 
induced by Fe vacancies and Co defects in the antiferromagnetic phase.
Models based on spin-ﬂuctuation scattering in presence or not of strongly anisotropic impurity states [115,37,113,114]
were proposed to explain these different types of behaviors. Within scenario which privileges the role of scattering off 
elongated (“nematogen”) defects, the much larger anisotropy in electron-doped Ba-122 compared to hole-doped Ba-122 is 
explained as a consequence of the presence of dopants within the iron planes. In the latter case, the smaller and negative 
anisotropy might arise from peculiar features in the electronic band structure.
The origin of this resistivity anisotropy is still an ongoing debate whose discussion constitutes the entire subject of other 
contributions in this volume [116,117]. Thus we will not detail this issue here and recommend the interested readers to 
look at these papers.
Interplane resistivity All the resistivity data reported up to now have concerned the in-plane ρab resistivity, along the FeAs 
layers. Indeed quite few works have been devoted to the study of the interplane ρc resistivity. This is likely due to the 
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decreases with Co doping in (a), it increases and rapidly disappears in the case of P substitution.
diﬃculty to extract good absolute resistivity values in this case [118]. A systematic study of the temperature dependence 
of ρc in different hole and electron doped Ba-122 was performed by Tanatar et al. [118–120]. In all cases, ρc displays a 
shallow crossover maximum at Tmax, followed by a broad minimum at higher temperature above which ρc increases linearly 
with temperature (see Fig. 19). None of these features are apparent in the in-plane resistivity. In BaFeCoAs [118], the T
dependence of the interplane resistivity show some correlation with the NMR Knight shift and spin lattice relaxation rate, 
which was assigned to the formation of a pseudogap [43]. It was thus concluded that the T dependence of ρc constitutes a 
good probe to detect the presence of a pseudogap in iron pnictides. However, while in electron-doped compounds [118,119], 
this “pseudogap” region extends from parent compound to far beyond the end of the superconducting dome with a rapid 
suppression of Tmax with doping [118], the maximum in ρc shifts to higher temperatures in hole doped Ba-122 [120] and 
isoelectronic P or Ru substituted samples [121,122] in which it disappears very rapidly with doping: at the optimal doping, 
ρc shows T -linear temperature dependence without any crossover anomalies.
On the other hand, infrared studies of the a–b-plane response in Co and P substituted BaFe2As2 [123] and of the c-axis 
response in optimally doped BaFeCoAs [124] identify a suppression of the spectral weight at low frequencies, which is 
reminiscent to the spectroscopic manifestations of the pseudogap in the cuprates. Opening of a pseudogap was also reported 
via optical conductivity in underdoped Ba1−xKxFe2As2 [125]. However all the analysis of the optical response was performed 
there in a single band approach. It was pointed out in Ref. [124] that the multi-band character of the iron pnictides is likely 
to also play a role in the suppression of the spectral weight. In particular, detailed calculations evidence a role of multi-band 
effects in the spectral weight redistribution in iron-pnictides [38].
In conclusion, the T dependence of the interplane resistivity ρc(T ) and the interlayer charge dynamics in iron pnictides 
appears to be far from being well understood and calls for further theoretical analysis. Let us mention here that the T de-
pendence of ρc is very similar to that measured in Sr2RuO4, another multi-band compound where “metallic” conduction 
is also observed at high T in a regime with no coherent band formation [126]. This poses the question of the nature of 
the quasiparticles that contribute to the c-axis transport in these anisotropic compounds. This issue clearly deserves further 
investigations.
3. 111 compounds
3.1. LiFeAs
Among the iron pnictides, the LiFeAs compound occupies a special place in various aspects. First it is naturally super-
conducting with a relatively high Tc ∼ 18 K without any chemical doping. Cleaved single crystals display no surface states, 
which makes it very appropriate for ARPES measurements. It has been shown that the nesting between hole and electron 
Fermi pockets is very poor, which has raised the question of the role of antiferromagnetic ﬂuctuations for superconductivity 
in this compound [127,128].
Due to reduced defect content, the residual resistivity in LiFeAs is found to be quite low with residual resistivity ratio 
much larger than found in the other pnictide compounds [129–131]. The low temperature resistivity follows a quadratic T
dependence, which is a clear indication of Fermi liquid behavior with electron–electron scattering. The Hall coeﬃcient RH is 
negative indicating that the transport properties are dominated by electrons in this nearly compensated material, as found 
in the non-magnetic state of BaFe2As2 [6]. As a function of temperature, RH exhibits a signiﬁcant temperature dependence 
with a minimum around 100 K and a saturation towards zero with increasing T , which signals that the mobilities of holes 
and electrons become similar.
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rule is very well obeyed (see text). (b) Schematic view of the Fermi surfaces sheets of LiFeAs. (c) Number of carriers and mobility ratio extracted from 
the compensated two-band model. (d) Scattering rates deduced in a two-band analysis (circles) and for the four-band solution given in the text, plotted 
versus T 2. Full (empty) symbols and full (dashed) linear ﬁts are for the electrons (holes). Notice that the data for the oh band has been divided by 5.
Taking beneﬁt of the reduced defect content, we were able to follow the evolution of the transverse magnetoresistance 
(MR) up to 160 K [131]. For T  45 K, the MR increases as H2 in the whole ﬁeld range investigated (H ≤ 14 T). Some 
deviations occur at lower T and low ﬁeld, which can be assigned to the contribution of superconducting ﬂuctuations, the 
quadratic behavior being fully restored beyond a threshold ﬁeld H ′c(T ), allowing us to deﬁne the MR coeﬃcient a(T ) as
δρ/ρ(T ,0) = [ρ(T , H) − ρ(T ,0)]/ρ(T ,0) = a(T )H2 (12)
As shown in Fig. 20a, a(T ) is found to decrease by about three orders of magnitude from Tc to 160 K.
The Fermi surface of LiFeAs determined by ARPES measurements [127,128] shows that hole carriers are located in a small 
inner (ih) band included in a large outer (oh) band. Similarly, it has been shown that, due to strong spin-orbit coupling, the 
electron bands split into an inner (ie) band included in an outer one (oe) [132,133]. A schematic view of the Fermi surfaces 
sheets is reported in Fig. 20b. There is a good agreement with electronic structure calculations if electronic correlations are 
taken into account [51,3]. Moreover, as expected for an undoped pnictide, one ﬁnds equal number of electrons and holes 
ne = nh = n  0.2 carriers/Fe [127,128].
3.1.1. Compensated two-band model
The easiest approach is ﬁrst to assume that the respective mobilities of holes and electrons are similar in the different 
hole and electron bands, allowing us to analyse the transport data within a two-band with ne = nh. The transport coeﬃcients 
are then given by Eqs. (10) and (11), which permits us to deduce the T variations of the number of carriers n and their 
respective mobilities μh and μe.
We can see in Fig. 20a that a(T ) scales as ρ−2, that is Kohler’s rule is well obeyed in LiFeAs. According Eq. (11), this 
indicates that R2 − R2H (with R = 1/n|e|) has a weak T dependence. We show in Fig. 20c that both scattering rates display 
a T 2 variation up to ∼ 70 K, with μe/μh ∼ 1.5 (see Fig. 20c),2 and that the number of carriers is nearly T independent 
below 120 K.
3.1.2. Comparison with ARPES and dHvA: beyond the two-band model
However, the deduced carrier content n ∼ 0.09 el/Fe being twice smaller than that given by ARPES or by dHvA [128,134], 
this implies that the two-band model only allows us to determine separate average parameters for the holes and electrons. If 
the carrier mobilities differ substantially for the different four bands, it is necessary to write the MR coeﬃcient using a more 
complicated expression than given in Eq. (11) [64], which takes into account the number of carriers in the different bands 
and their respective mobilities. This analysis is detailed in Ref. [131]. For hole or electron bands, the key parameters are the 
effective mobility (μh and μe) and the effective number of carriers (nh and ne), which depend both on the mobilities and on 
the number of carriers in the different bands. To approach a solution we have used for the T -independent carrier contents 
those obtained from ARPES and dHvA experiments noh ∼ 0.16 h/Fe, nih ∼ 0.03 h/Fe, noe ∼ 0.11 el/Fe and nie ∼ 0.08 el/Fe for 
the outer and inner hole (electron) bands respectively. As we are still lacking suﬃcient experimental information, a unique 
solution cannot be acquired. However dHvA results imply that the mobilities for the two electron bands are comparable.
2 The values of the electron and hole mobilities, and their ratio, determined here are very different from those reported in Ref. [130] in which 
μe/μh ∼ 10. We do not understand this difference as their raw data are very similar to ours. A correct estimate would give μe/μh ∼ 1.4.
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much lower mobility for the outer band compared to the inner one. Also, imposing μoe  μie puts some constraints on the 
value of neffh that cannot be larger than ∼ 0.06 h/Fe. A solution with neffh = 0.05 h/Fe whatever T is illustrated in Fig. 20d 
and gives a ratio between the electron (hole) mobilities respectively of μie/μoe = 3–6 and μih/μoh ∼ 17. It corresponds 
to neffe ∼ 0.13 el/Fe and it results in similar values of the effective electron and hole mobilities, which would justify why 
Kohler’s rule is obeyed in this compound. Whatever the value taken for neffh in the range considered, we always ﬁnd that 
the scattering rates for the different carriers increase as T 2 up to ∼ 70 K, as seen in Fig. 20d. This conﬁrms a Fermi liquid 
behavior for both holes and electrons in agreement with density functional theory and dynamical mean Field (DFT + DMFT) 
calculations [132].
For the outer hole band, ARPES measurements [135] allow us to determine directly the electronic scattering rate 
(m∗/m0)(1/τ ) ∼ 8 · 1013 s−1 which is in a fairly good agreement with ∼ 2 · 1013 s−1 found here by transport. Measure-
ments of the lifetimes for the other pockets should be very interesting.
3.1.3. Manifestation of spin ﬂuctuations
As reported above, measurements of the longitudinal magnetoresistance provide a useful probe for studying the coupling 
between the charge carriers and the spin degrees of freedom. As found for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, a negative LMR is measured 
in LiFeAs. Although the value of the LMR coeﬃcient is relatively large at low T and similar to that found in optimally doped 
Co–BaFe2As2, it decreases much more rapidly with increasing T and becomes nearly non-measurable above 50 K. This is 
quite in agreement with the rapid suppression of the NMR spin relaxation rate 1/T1T [136].
By ﬁtting the data in the same way as in the optimally and overdoped Co samples, we found that ρ(H, T ) ∝ −H2/T
with a Curie–Weiss temperature θ ∼ 0, similarly to what is found for the 7.5%Co sample. So this can be taken as the sign 
that LiFeAs is located very near the boundary with the magnetic phase and that AF spin ﬂuctuations could play a signiﬁcant 
role in the superconductivity of this compound. This is in agreement with the INS observation of a peak in the imaginary 
part of the susceptibility at an incommensurate AF wave vector [137] despite the poor nesting between the electron and 
hole pockets observed by ARPES [127].
Different optical conductivity measurements have been reported in LiFeAs [138–140]. A Drude–Lorentz decomposition 
is used to ﬁt the optical conductivity, in which the optical absorptions are described by separate contributions of the 
delocalised carriers at low frequencies (Drude peaks) and the excitations of the bound electrons at the high-frequency 
regions (Lorentz oscillators). One or two Drude peaks are usually used to ﬁt the data. In Ref. [139], the analysis of the 
optical conductivity using one single Drude peak representative of the electron bands leads to a scattering rate that evolves 
linearly with temperature. The authors conclude that this linear behavior is compatible with spin ﬂuctuations and supports 
the presence of a quantum critical point. However in a more recent study [140] where a coherent narrow Drude, a nearly 
incoherent broad Drude and series of Lorentz components are used, a T 2 dependence is reported for the scattering rate. 
Clearly it appears that the obtained results depend markedly on the parametrization of the normal state optical conductivity 
and that further investigations are needed to clarify this point. Let us recall that our transport analysis suggests that the 
effective mobilities of holes and electrons are rather similar, suggesting that the different bands should be also considered 
in the decomposition of the optical conductivity.
3.1.4. Effect of Co and Ni substitution on the Fe site
The substitution of Fe by small amounts of Co (or Ni) results in a monotonic lowering of Tc and of the superﬂuid stiff-
ness [141]. Neither magnetic nor structural transitions have been detected in the temperature-doping (T–x) phase diagram 
of LiFe1−xCoxAs (see Fig. 21a). Tc is lowered monotonically at a rate of 10 K per 0.1 electrons added per formula unit ir-
respective of whether the dopant is Co or Ni, and at higher doping levels superconductivity is completely suppressed. This 
indicates that the decrease in Tc is directly connected with the addition of electrons, as found in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2. This is 
conﬁrmed by ARPES measurements which show that the hole pockets shrink with Co doping while the electron pockets are 
enlarged [142].
The evolution of the resistivity curves at low T are reported in Fig. 21b for different Co contents. For each doping, 
ρ(T ) is ﬁtted to a single power law ρ(T ) = ρ0 + ATn , with the exponent n decreasing ﬁrst from 2 in LiFeAs to 1.35 at 
x ≈ 0.12, then increasing again up to 2 for x = 0.4 (see panel (f) in Fig. 21b). The authors conclude that it is the hallmark 
of a doping-induced FL–NFL–FL crossover in LiFe1−xCoxAs. However, let us notice that the Fermi surface topology evolves 
strongly with the introduction of Co substitution. In particular, the inner hole bands shrink and become electron-like for 
x ≥ 0.09. On the other hand, determinations of the scattering rates from the momentum distribution curves indicate that 
the quasiparticle lifetime of the outer hole band made of the dxy orbital is strongly reduced by the introduction of Co while 
those of the other bands are rather insensitive [142]. At last, it was shown that the bandwidth increases equally for all the 
bands, indicating the decrease of electronic correlations under Co doping [142]. It is clear that all these modiﬁcations of the 
electronic structure will have an important impact on the transport properties. It should be very interesting to perform Hall 
effect and magnetoresistance measurements, as done in pure LiFeAs [131] in order to be able to correlate the evolution of 
the transport properties with those of the electronic structure.
F. Rullier-Albenque / C. R. Physique 17 (2016) 164–187 183Fig. 21. (a) Phase diagram of Li(Fe1−xCox)As, from [142]. Resistivity curves ρ(T ) (open blue circles) for a series of Li(Fe1−xCox)As for ﬁve selected Co 
contents. For each Co composition, ρ(T ) is ﬁtted by a power law: ρ(T ) = ρ0 + ATn (solid red line). In the last panel, the exponent n and the residual 
resistivity ρ0 are plotted versus the Co content x. From [140].
Fig. 22. (a) Resistivity as a function of temperature for selected NaFe1−xCoxAs single crystals. The derivative of the resistivity for the underdoped crystals is 
reported in the inset, where the locations of the structural TS and magnetic TSDW transition temperatures are given. (b) Phase diagram of NaFe1−xCoxAs. 
TS, TSDW, and Tc are determined from the resistivity curves. From [146].
3.2. NaFeAs
Unlike LiFeAs, stoichiometric NaFeAs is superconducting with a Tc ∼ 10 K and antiferromagnetic with a TN ∼ 45 K
[143]. Replacement of Fe by Co suppresses both the structural and magnetic transition while enhances the superconducting 
transition temperature Tc. Optimal doping level is found for x = 0.028 and further doping of Co reduces Tc. It is found 
that the structural effects of Co and Ni doping are very similar, which demonstrates the dominant role of electron count in 
controlling the physics of these compounds [144]. The same conclusion is reached when comparing the effect of Co and Rh 
doping [145].
The resistivity curves for selected single crystals of NaFe1−xCoxAs are displayed in Fig. 22a [146]. An upturn in resistivity 
is observed at low temperature for the underdoped crystals. As already reported in Fig. 1, the derivative of resistivity allows 
to ﬁgure out the temperatures corresponding to the structural and SDW transitions (TS and TSDW) and to determine the 
corresponding phase diagram (see Fig. 22b).
The evolution of the resistivity curves and the phase diagram of NaFe1−xCoxAs display features very similar to those 
found in Co-doped 122 compounds. ARPES measurements show that the evolution of the electronic structure is very similar 
to what is found for Co substituted LiFeAs [147,142].
4. Conclusion
In this review we have reported representative transport studies for the 122 and 111 superconducting iron pnictides. It 
is clear that the key ingredient to understand these properties is the multi-band character of their electronic structure. This 
is a primordial difference with the cuprates. Even though multi-band materials were known and studied before as Sr2RuO4
for instance, it has been the discovery of the iron pnictides which initiated huge efforts to understand the incidence of 
their complex Fermi surfaces. This was possible thanks to the development of experimental methods as ARPES which was 
systematically used to map out the different electronic bands and theoretical calculations ([3] in this volume).
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further informations. The most illustrative example is certainly given by the study of LiFeAs, for which it has been shown 
that at least four different bands are necessary to account for the temperature evolution of the resistivity, Hall effect and 
orbital magnetoresistance [131]. Let us emphasize once again that this compound is particularly appropriate to make con-
nections between surface and bulk properties since, owing to the absence of surface states, the surface properties are quite 
representative of those of the bulk. The rapid evolution of the electronic structure with electron or hole doping, as illus-
trated by ARPES [142] for LiFe1−xCoxAs and NaFe1−xCoxAs is probably the essential ingredient to understand the evolution 
of the transport properties. More experimental studies would be very interesting in these compounds to disentangle the 
contribution of the different bands to the transport properties.
One puzzling result of all these transport studies was to ﬁnd that the scattering lifetimes of the holes are always (except 
for the hole doped 122 compound Ba1−xKxFe2As2) shorter than those of the electrons. To our knowledge, there is no 
theoretical consensus to explain this difference. However, this makes it possible to simplify the analyses of the transport 
properties as the contribution of some electronic (hole) bands can be neglected. This is why, starting from the simple 
two-band model to describe the transport properties of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 [6], we were able to show that a description in 
a single band framework was even appropriate for a range of T or x. This led us to conclude that the number of carriers 
increases with temperature, which was then conﬁrmed by ARPES measurements [29]. This evidences that the very particular 
fermiology of these compounds results in very atypical properties, closer to those expected for semiconductor-like materials 
than for metals.
Recently detailed transport measurements were reported for the Iron chalcogenides due to advances in the high-quality 
single crystal growth [148–150]. The chalcogenide family exhibits the strongest electron correlations among the iron super-
conductors. The comparison of the evolution of the transport properties in iron pnictides and chalcogenides will certainly 
provide a new route to help elucidating these complex properties.
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